
CLASS 4 - WIND Outline 

 
 
 
SOME INFORMATION ON WIND 
           
Wind shows itself in many forms. Wind also has many different interpretations and 
viewpoints all through history. Here is a collection of just some of those. And then 
when you get to the Play Activity you will see our more personalized description of 
Wind in our lives. 
 
The wind is air in its active and violent aspects. It represents the spirit, the vital 
breath of the universe. J.C. Cooper points out that wind represents the power of 
spirit in sustaining life and holding it together.       
     
It is also the intangible, the transient, the insubstantial and the elusive. Winds serve 
as messengers of the gods and can indicate the presence of divinity. Cirlot notes 
that it is held to be the primary Element (of the four elements earth, air, water and 
fire) by virtue of its connection with the creative breath of exhalation. Jung in 
Symbols of Transformation points out that in Arabic (and paralleled by the Hebrew) 
the word ruh signifies both "breath" and "spirit." 
           
The winds, notes Cirlot, were numbered and brought into correspondence with the 
cardinal points of the Zodiac, so as to bring out their cosmic significance. Fernado 
Oritz in El Huracan talks about the view of the wind in ancient Egypt and Greece. In 
these countries, the wind was reckoned to possess certain evil powers. For the 
Greeks, though, this menacing implication, which they associated with Typhon, was 
reversed the moment when the fleet of Xerxes was destroyed by a tempest. 
           
In American popular mythology the word wind suggests the collective consciousness 
of the culture, moving invisible but moving so that you can feel it. No one is sure 
where it comes from, where it is going, what it brings, how to control it. John Lennon 
in the famous Playboy interview with David Sheff when asked the question what 
moved the Beatles says:       "Whatever 
wind was blowing at the time moved the Beatles...I'm not saying we weren't flags on 
the top of a ship; but the whole boat was moving. Maybe the Beatle's were in the 
crow's nest, shouting, 'Land ho,' or something like that, but we were all in the same 
damn boat." 

           
Hurricanes & Tornados 
          
At the height of it's activity, wind creates a hurricane. Jung, in Symbols of 
Transformation, notes that a hurricane is a synthesis and a conjunction of the four 
Elements and is credited with the power of fecundation and regeneration. He writes 
that it was taken up in this sense by the alchemists as evidenced in Jamsthaler's 
Viatorium Spagyricum (1625). 
           



Many graphic symbols owe their origin to the hurricane. This applies to the sigma, 
the double sigma and the swastika. At the same time, the hurricane has a symbolic 
meaning of its own. 
           
Fernando Oritz in El Huracan observes that the hurricane, like celestial bodies, has 
two characteristic motions: rotary and sideways. In its sidewise motion, there is an 
intermediary point of absolute calm. This is the so-called "eye of the hurricane." For 
American aborigines, Oritz notes, the hurricane is cosmic synergy since it contains 
three elements within it (fire or light-rays, air or wind, water or rain) and disturbs the 
fourth element - earth. It was worshipped as a diety of the winds and waters and also 
of the heavens. 
           
Hurricanes are seen as deities of the heavens because of the "eye" of the hurricane 
relates to the persistent oriental celestial symbol of the "hole" in the disc of Chinese 
jade called Pi, representing heaven. This represents the concept of the zenith as a 
void through which one may pass out of the world of space and time into 
spacelessness and timelessness. It therefore has a close relationship with the 
concepts of time and space and the mystic center where there is no time or space, 
the mystic "nothingness." 
           
Hurricanes involve violent wind over water. But when hurricanes reach land, they 
quickly die. A tornado is a the continuation of hurricane symbolism over land rather 
than over water. Therefore, the places mixed with these two wind phenomena are 
different. The oceans and the coasts, where the ocean meets land, are the locations 
of hurricanes. 
           
There is an element of surprise with tornados which is not present with the 
phenomena of hurricanes. People living in certain coastal regions can expect to 
have hurricanes every year. Tornados, though, occur in many more places and are 
more unexpected. Much of the Midwest is subject to tornados each year and they 
appear and disappear quickly without the two or three day life time of hurricanes. 
 
There are a few interpretations, involving wind, throughout history. Now let’s move 
into how it shows up in your life... 
          
 
“PLAY” ACTIVITY - WIND 
 
Wind is Air in movement, it is unseen just like our intuition, collective consciousness 
and our inner wisdom. It is sometimes subtle and other times a force unable to 
ignore. It is that gentle cool breeze on a hot day, that wisp swirling leaves aimlessly 
and even the fast moving storm winds clearing the path and almost forcing us to 
rebuild, start over. 
 
What Winds are blowing in your Life?  
Winds of Change - Those Winds that ignite change, noticeable shifts. Are you going 
through a steady solemn patch or are your Winds stirring up change? What is that 
change? Is it internal? External? Comfortable? Take a moment and breathe that in 
and observe how that feels.  



What about Supporting Winds? What are they in your life? Are they in your life? Are 
those that you surround yourself with supportive? Are they behind you supporting 
you on your path? Encouraging you? Or are they against you? Causing resistance? 
Flux? Deviation? Are they blowing you off your path? 
 
Which Wind are you listening to? 
What is demanding of our attention and what are we ignoring because it is so subtle, 
so gentle it is easy to ignore, push aside and instead address the more noticeable, 
the more forceful? 
 
Wind, that air in motion, is vital to our survival and our well-being. 
Pollination/germination of plants creating our food and nourishment is in part due to 
wind. Just as in nature, we pollinate others with our attitude, emotions, outlook and 
the way in which we interact with each other. And those that we surround ourselves 
with pollinate us. Positively, negatively or it could simply be stagnant causing our 
flow to be inactive. 
 
Is it a Breath of Life to you? or simply just Taking your breath away? 
 
Wind is as divine information, life generation, “breath of God”. It is the inspiration of 
ideas, our intuition, collective consciousness and our wisdom. 
 
Take some time to journal and discover what winds influence you in your life.  
Here are some additional questions to aid you: 
Internal and External Winds - How are we listening to those Winds of wisdom? 
Are external “winds” influencing you more than your internal winds of wisdom? 
What are ways you can feel centered and grounded as external winds swirl around 
you? What is that trying to tell you? 
When do you most easily hear your inner truth? Your intuition? Your inner wisdom? 
Are you allowing the winds to pollinate, breath life into your divine intelligence? 
How can you best do that? 
 
Link to Audio https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8iyLNx0c6dZeVhacl9hRTFBV0U 
 
 
WIND PHYSICAL PLAY 
 
It's time for a little movement...well, this is a different way to look at it!  
Give it a go and let us know how the "movement" worked for you. 
 
Video Link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B8iyLNx0c6dZYll4akhIUTA0ZW8 
 
 
BACKGROUND EXCERPTS from Eloise Hart  
 
Encyclopedias provide pages of information telling us, for instance, how winds 
stretch out thousands of miles and follow definite patterns of movement. Dictionaries 
tell us that wind is related in meaning and function to air, breath, and spirit, all having 
to do with that which moves, which surrounds and pervades. Though unseen, secret, 



and appearing as nothing, wind purifies, refreshes, and bestows life, suggesting that 
it is more than moving air: that it is a form of intelligence that acts with purpose and 
will. 
Many ancient cultures regarded wind as one of the first and highest expressions of 
the divine Spirit. 
 
Chinese Medicine winds can bring illness, they are signs of imbalances in the body 
 
Native Americans for to them wind is a Holy Spirit, 
Navajo it refers to Sacred Wind, Holy Spirit, even to the Supreme Creator that 
pervades the cosmos and gives life, thought, speech, and the power of motion to all 
living things and serves as the means of communication between all elements of the 
living world.  
 
In India the winds that circulate through our human constitution are called pranas. 
These vital forces sustain life throughout our bodies and souls, stimulating our 
instincts, emotions, thoughts, and aspirations. There are also pranas that direct our 
vital currents upwards toward the higher centers of our heart and mind, a process 
involving aspiration and inspiration: aspiration meaning "to breathe toward spirit, to 
ascend, to soar," and inspiration, "to draw in, being infilled with spirit, divinely 
inspired." 
	  


